Monitoring spatio-temporal regulation of Ras and Rho GTPase with GFP-based FRET probes.
GFP-based fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) probes that visualize local activity-changes of Ras and Rho GTPases in living cells are now available for examining the spatio-temporal regulation of these proteins. This article describes principles and strategies to develop intramolecular FRET probes for Ras- and Rho-family GTPases. The procedure for characterizing candidate probes, and image acquisition and processing are also explained. An optimal FRET probe should have (i) a wide dynamic range (which means a high sensitivity), (ii) a high fluorescence intensity, (iii) target specificity, and (iv) a minimal perturbation to endogenous signaling cascades. Although an improvement of FRET probes should be executed in a trial-and-error manner, practical tips for optimization are provided here. In addition, we illustrate some applications of FRET probes for neuronal cells, which are composed of diverse subcellular compartments with different functions; thus, tools to decipher the dynamics of GTPase activity in each compartment have long been desired.